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ABSTRACT 
 
Properly formatted XML files can contain telemetry data points, data type definitions, define table 
relationships, and other attributes that can expedite database updates. There are a number of methods 
to alter a database when using an XML file as the input. Some methods are useful with one aspect, 
such as creating tables, while others are better at updating data tables. This paper describes three 
methods to accomplish database updates using XML and discusses some positive and negative 
aspects to each approach.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Within the System Simulation and Control Branch of the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), 
Space Vehicles Directorate, we have built a laboratory that is capable of simulating satellite 
subsystems and satellite formation flying. As part of that laboratory a mission operations center was 
built that collects telemetry data from simulated subsystems, and will eventually be the receiving 
point for actual satellite data that is down linked to the ground. The data center is a separate 
component within that laboratory and is capable of archiving all the telemetry data received from 
simulations, as well as actual satellite telemetry data sets, and is also responsible for providing 
various customers with access to those data sets. 
 
The data center is making extensive use of XML to satisfy its requirement of receiving and 
providing access to satellite data sets. XML is used to build and populate telemetry tables, define 
relationships between those database tables, and output the data sets to customers. This paper 
describes three processes that enable XML being used to generate database tables and populate those 
tables with satellite telemetry data. 
 
 

BACKGROUND 



 
Visual Studio.NET is Microsoft’s latest push at a platform for XML web services that is their vision 
of connecting people and information. This platform enables the use of XML based applications and 
processes to work together to perform a task or service to the consumer while using the HTTP 
protocol as the vehicle to transport these applications and processes. Conceivably, these applications 
will run on any smart device such as phones, handheld computers, and laptops, and is the next 
generation of Internet based computing.  
 
The data center is using Visual Studio.NET as its development environment and is developing stand 
alone applications as well as web applications in Visual C#. There are four primary reasons for using 
Visual Studio and VC#: 
 

1. VC# is similar to C and C++ languages which programmers are familiar with 
2. VC# is a single language investment for supporting both web and stand alone Windows 

application development 
3. VC# lowers the learning curve and cost of maintaining applications and web sites 
4. The integration of XML within Visual Studio and the clear connection between Visual 

Studio and the database management system 
 
 

XML INPUT - OPENXML 
 
The data center receives satellite telemetry data sets from the Mission Operations Center component.  
That data is either simulated or comes direct from the satellite; in either case the Mission Operations 
Center laboratory component produces XML files that define the structure of the telemetry tables. 
Under configuration management, the XML files define the table names, columns, and data types as 
well as provide the actual telemetry data points. 
 
For many XML files, validating the format is trivial, however, the satellite telemetry file is 
constructed using an object-oriented format (Figure 1). When the data center receives the XML file a 
utility program is first used to validate that format ( http://apps.gotdotnet.com/xmltools/xsdinference/ 
) and to ensure it is well formed. Figure 1 is an example of the object-oriented XML file used to 
build the tables. It is expected the object-oriented XML file, that will contain telemetry data points  
and be used to populate the tables, will be a similar format. 
 
<!-- Start of APID 1400--> 
<T_TLM NAME="ADSOH0" DESC="ADCS SOH 0" ID="1501"> 
<APID>1400</APID> 
<PacketLength>264</PacketLength> 
<!-- byte offset from header 0 --> 
<UI NAME="ADHFILL0" UNITS="no units" DESC="alignment fill"/> 
<!-- byte offset from header 2 --> 
<SLI NAME="A_SOFTIME_S" UNITS="SEC" DESC="ADCS internal time start, sec"/> 
<!-- byte offset from header 6 --> 
<UI NAME="A_SOFTIME_SS" UNITS="SEC" DESC="ADCS internal time start, subsec"> 
<CURVE NAME="A_SOFTIME_SS_C"> 
<COEF NAME="0" VALUE="0.0"/> 
<COEF NAME="1" VALUE="2.5E-5"/> 
</CURVE> 

http://apps.gotdotnet.com/xmltools/xsdinference/


</UI> 
<!-- byte offset from header 8 --> 
<UI NAME="ADCS_FILL01" UNITS="no units" DESC="alignment fill"/> 
<!-- byte offset from header 10 --> 
<SLI NAME="A_EOFTIME_S" UNITS="no units" DESC="ADCS internal time start, sec"/> 
<!-- byte offset from header 14 --> 
<UI NAME="A_EOFTIME_SS" UNITS="SEC" DESC="ADCS internal time start, subsec"> 
<CURVE NAME="A_EOFTIME_SS_C"> 
<COEF NAME="0" VALUE="0.0"/> 
<COEF NAME="1" VALUE="2.5E-5"/> 
</CURVE> 
</UI> 
<!-- byte offset from header 16 --> 
<UI NAME="ADCS_FILL02" UNITS="no units" DESC="alignment fill"/> 
<!-- byte offset from header 18 --> 
<SLI NAME="AMC_ADCSMODE" UNITS="no units" DESC="AM-1 CURRENT ADCS MODE"/> 
<!-- byte offset from header 22 --> 
<SLI NAME="AMC_ADCSCMD" UNITS="no units" DESC="AM-1 CURRENT ADCS COMMAND"/> 
<!-- byte offset from header 26 --> 
<DFP NAME="AMC_RATECMDX" UNITS="rad/s" DESC="AM-1 X-AXIS CURRENT COMMANDED RATE"/> 
<!-- byte offset from header 34 --> 
<DFP NAME="AMC_RATECMDY" UNITS="rad/s" DESC="AM-1 Y-AXIS CURRENT COMMANDED RATE"/> 
</T_TLM> 
<!-- End of APID 1400--> 
</SECTION> 
</DATABASE> 
 
Figure 1: Object-Oriented XML Input File 
 
Once the object-oriented XML is validated a data center utility program parses the file and creates a 
simple hierarchy XML file. The next step in the process is to generate the SQL file (Figure 2). A 
data center utility program reads in the parsed XML file and automatically generates SQL statements 
using the OPENXML function. 
 
DECLARE @h int 
EXEC sp_xml_preparedocument @h OUTPUT, N'<root> 
<APID_1400 
 ADCS_FILL01=" 1"  
 A_EOFTIME_SS=" 1"  
 ADCS_FILL02=" 1"  
 AMC_RATECMDX=" 1"  
 AMC_RATECMDY=" 1" 
 AMC_RATECMDZ=" 1"> 
</APID_1400> 
</root>' 
USE TLM_Decom 
INSERT INTO APID_1400 
SELECT * 
FROM OpenXML(@h, '/root/APID_1400') 
WITH APID_1400 
EXEC sp_xml_removedocument @h 
 
Figure 2: SQL Translation of XML 
 



There are advantages and disadvantages to this process: 
• The number of steps to transform an XML file into a compatible format to update database 

tables 
• The lack of automation 
• The possible loss of information when parsing the object-oriented XML file 
• The lack of  “relational” information present in the XML file 
• The existence of application programs that will do the necessary transformations 

 
That generated SQL file is saved then later read into the DBMS to fill the tables with data points. 
This step completes the process of going from an object-oriented XML input file to updating the 
database.  
 
 

XML INPUT – BULK LOAD 
 
Another approach to updating a database with XML is using Bulk Load. Under a bulk load scenario, 
two pieces of information need to be passed to bulk load a document into SQL Server 2000: a XDR 
(XML Data Reduced) file and the original XML document. An XDR is an early XML based schema 
format file, i.e., an XSD (XML Schema Definition) file, with unique annotations added to the in-line 
code.  
 

 
Figure 3: Bulk Load Control GUI 



 
Bulk loading a document has some advantages such as speed of execution, being able to control the 
creation of tables, force table locking, and accepting empty table entries as NULL values. 
Safeguards can be made to check for NULL entries in key fields. A NULL entry in a “time” column, 
for example, would raise a flag because every row of telemetry data must be time stamped. Under 
this scenario, the input XML file is translated into an XDR file and then it is input directly into the 
database. 
 
The key impediment to implementing bulk load, however, is translating from XML to XDR requires 
some level of manual coding since no complete translation application exists. With simple XML 
files this is not a serious barrier, however with extensive XML files, or object-oriented XML files, 
this process becomes more difficult and prone to human error. Figure 4 below is an example of a 
simple XML file and Figure 5 is the associated XDR file. 
 
<ROOT> 
<APID_1400 
 ADHFILL0=" 1"  
 A_SOFTIME_SS=" 1"  
 ADCS_FILL01=" 1"  
 A_EOFTIME_SS=" 1"  
 ADCS_FILL02=" 1"  
 AMC_RATECMDX=" 1"  
 AMC_RATECMDY=" 1" 
 AMC_RATECMDZ=" 1"> 
</APID_1400> 
</ROOT> 
Figure 4: Simple XML File 
 
<?xml  version="1.0"  encoding="windows-1252" ?> 
<Schema xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-data"  
        xmlns:dt="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:datatypes"  
        xmlns:sql="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-sql" >  
<ElementType name="APID_1400a" sql:relation="APID_1400" content="mixed" order="many" >  
   <AttributeType name="ADHFILL0" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType> 
   <AttributeType name="A_SOFTIME_SS" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType> 
   <AttributeType name="ADCS_FILL01" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType> 
   <AttributeType name="A_EOFTIME_SS" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType> 
   <AttributeType name="ADCS_FILL02" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType> 
   <AttributeType name="AMC_RATECMDX" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType> 
   <AttributeType name="AMC_RATECMDY" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType> 
   <AttributeType name="AMC_RATECMDZ" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType> 
   <attribute type="ADCS_FILL01" required="no" > </attribute> 
   <attribute type="A_EOFTIME_SS" required="no" > </attribute> 
   <attribute type="ADCS_FILL02" required="no" > </attribute> 
   <attribute type="AMC_RATECMDX" required="no" > </attribute> 
   <attribute type="AMC_RATECMDY" required="no" > </attribute> 
   <attribute type="AMC_RATECMDZ" required="no" > </attribute> 
   <attribute type="AMC_ATTCMDQ1" required="no" > </attribute> 
   <attribute type="AMC_ATTCMDQ3" required="no" > </attribute> 
 </ElementType> 
 </Schema> 
Figure 5: Annotated XDR File 



 
A utility program, “XMLMapper,” generated most of the XDR file in Figure 5. The output from 
XMLMapper, however, is not complete enough to be sent to a DBMS. Supplemental coding is 
necessary, specifically the inclusion of the statements “sql:relation=APID_1400,” the alias 
name="APID_1400a," and the removal of other statements which are not recognized by the DBMS. 
 
 

XML INPUT - DATASETS 
 
A third approach to updating a database using XML is by using a DataSet class. A DataSet is an “in-
memory representation of one or multiple data tables, relations, and constraints.”1 Data from a 
source is read into cache, once in cache the data may be viewed or altered in some way without 
actually changing the original data, i.e., a DataSet is an offline or disconnected container of data. 
 
The data center uses DataSets to alter the database once the tables have been built and defined. 
While the XML is being read into cache validation of data types is automatically performed and 
appropriate flags are thrown if the data in the XML file is not in the correct (or agreed to) format. A 
user can view the DataSet once validation of the XML file takes place (Figure 6).  
 

 
Figure 6: Data Center XML Update Form 



 
DataSets do not require using schema definition files; an XML file may be used to change a database 
without generating an XSD file type. The data center, however, uses a function call to infer schema 
generation so that the resulting XSD file type is guaranteed to be well formed and in W3C 
compliance. 
 
Figure 6 is a screen shot of the data center module that imports an XML file and updates the 
telemetry database. It uses a single DataSet class to load both the existing database and the XML 
file. It is a “user friendly” interface to examine the existing database entries before merging the 
XML data entries. Changes to the database and XML file are blocked in this interface. Any changes 
to the XML file must take place earlier to maintain the integrity of the XML file. Also, database 
changes only take place using an internal DBMS module that users do not have access to. Using this 
interface the user can choose to update all the tables referenced in the XML file. Programmatically 
the database affected by the XML file is permanently updated with the changes represented in the 
XML file. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
This paper discussed three methods used at AFRL to update a database when input is from an XML 
file: OPENXML, Bulk Load, and DataSet. The data center will likely use a combination of methods 
for various processes it needs to execute.  
 
For the AFRL application the most direct means to create database tables is using Bulk Load. Bulk 
Load, has a disadvantage of having to create XDR files however, given that tables will not be 
created often, and the advantages of table lock, NULL check, etc., the advantages outweigh the 
disadvantages.  
 
To update a database, once the database has been created, and the tables defined, the data center will 
likely use DataSets. This method is easy to use and understand and can be verified and controlled by 
the user. Supplemental files are automatically generated internally which lessens the possibility of 
errors being introduced. 
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